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New Frontiers in the Euro 
Debate in Iceland THORSTEINN THORGEIRSSON1 The debate on currency arrangements and monetary policy frameworks in lceland has been motivated by developments in lceland and internationally in recent decades. Historically, lcelanders' colonial experience and struggle to retain control of vital natural resources made them hesitant participants in the European integration process. While sidestepping direct par­ticipation in the process leading to EU and EMU membership, they joined EFTA, the EEA and Schengen. Economic growth and development have been rapid, but the modernisation and liberalisation of the economy have been attended by signi:ficant volatility in nominal and real variables. At the same time, the European integration process has continued with its own set of challenges. It is in this context that a vibrant debate has taken place on the choice of currency and associated policies. The main emphasis I The author would like to thank Ingimundur Frióriksson, Már Guómunds­son, Thórarinn G. Pétursson and Arnór Sighvatsson for helpful suggestions. The views expressed and any errors or omissions are those of the author. 
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Wijkman. Editors Emil Ems and Thorvaldur Gylfason, Dialogos, Stockholm, October 2018.























